EXHIBIT "A"
EQUIPMENT

All of Lessor's right, title and interest in and to the Equipment set forth on the attached lists.

For purposes of this Lease, the use of the term "Equipment" shall include all equipment set forth on the attached lists as well as any item of equipment owned by LSU and worth less than $1,000.00, which is located on the Leased Premises.

By mutual agreement, the parties may substitute more complete lists for the attached exhibit within thirty (30) days of the Commencement Date of this Lease.
THESE ARE SIX MIXED HOSPITAL PUMPS TRANSFERRED FROM ELK Ridges. T openings from the initial diagnosis were 9/2012-12/2013.

THESE MACHINES ARE ATTACHED TO THE MAIN MAGNETIC PUMP IN WHICH THEY ARE TIGHTLY FITTED FROM THE TOP END.
DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INNOVATIONS DEVICES THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT. THE DEVICE IS MADE OF AN INNO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE SHOWING A VARIOUS TOUCH ACTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE SN LISPERMFG HP 0475 IS FOR THE PATIENT SOLUTION DEVICE BELOW IS THE SN FOR THE IPD.

A different model of the device is listed on the first tab is for the IPD.

Two other tabs are as follows:
A) PREMISES FD IS BY HOME OFFICE
   THIS IS FOR THE VARIOUS TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE TITLE IS A CODED IF
   INQUIRY IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE REQUIRED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE CLEARED.
DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INNOVATIONS DEVICES THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT. THE DEVICE IS MADE OF AN INNO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE SHOWING A VARIOUS TOUCH ACTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE SN LISPERMFG HP 0475 IS FOR THE PATIENT SOLUTION DEVICE BELOW IS THE SN FOR THE IPD.

A different model of the device is listed on the first tab is for the IPD.

Two other tabs are as follows:
A) PREMISES FD IS BY HOME OFFICE
   THIS IS FOR THE VARIOUS TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE TITLE IS A CODED IF
   INQUIRY IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE REQUIRED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE CLEARED.
DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECELERATED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB ON THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPAD ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.

DUE TO COMPANY POLICY THE INQUIRER DECLINED THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE VARIOUS SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN IPAD TOUCH WHICH IS A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS THIS IS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVER BELOW IS THE LIST FOR THE IPAD TOUCH

ON POD 3 COLUMN 3TS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PAYMENTS ON THE FIRST TAB FOR THE IPAD

TWO OTHER IPADS ARE AS FOLLOWS

A NORMAL IPAD BY HOME OFFICE IS THIS IS FOR THE HARD-TOUCH AS WHAT THE IPAD IS CALLED IN THIS INSTANCE IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECEIVED.
DUE TO COMPANY NEEDS THE INTELLIGENTS CONSIDER THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVCO TOUCHSCANNER CONSIDERATION OF ANY TOUCHSCANNER MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THESE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE IN LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW IS THE WIN FOR THE PDQ TOUCH.

PATIENT TOUCH SCANNER 1.102 10-07-2012 P 1 077126 101145

In PDQ: CONSIGNMENT

THERE WERE DIFERENT KINDS ON THE CONSIGNMENT THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE PDQ.

TWO OTHER PCS ARE AS FOLLOWED

A COMPUTER TO PAY AT HOME OFFICE THAT IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE WIN IS ENCOURAGED IN REFERENCE FOR THE SOFTWARE UPDATE

PATIENT TOUCH SCANNER 1.102 10-07-2012 P 1 077126 101145

In PDQ: CONSIGNMENT

THERE WERE DIFERENT KINDS ON THE CONSIGNMENT THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE PDQ.

TWO OTHER PCS ARE AS FOLLOWED

A COMPUTER TO PAY AT HOME OFFICE THAT IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE WIN IS ENCOURAGED IN REFERENCE FOR THE SOFTWARE UPDATE

PATIENT TOUCH SCANNER 1.102 10-07-2012 P 1 077126 101145

All costs were included to reach the amount needed to be refunded.

Our company decided the Intellogists Digest they will no longer support the devices. ScreenAlign consist of an IPD TOUCH WITH A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE WIN LISTED IN THE NEXT TAB IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW IS THE WIN FOR THE PDQ TOUCH.

In PDQ: CONSIGNMENT

THERE WERE DIFERENT KINDS ON THE CONSIGNMENT THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE PDQ.

TWO OTHER PCS ARE AS FOLLOWED

A COMPUTER TO PAY AT HOME OFFICE THAT IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE WIN IS ENCOURAGED IN REFERENCE FOR THE SOFTWARE UPDATE

PATIENT TOUCH SCANNER 1.102 10-07-2012 P 1 077126 101145

In PDQ: CONSIGNMENT

THERE WERE DIFERENT KINDS ON THE CONSIGNMENT THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE PDQ.

TWO OTHER PCS ARE AS FOLLOWED

A COMPUTER TO PAY AT HOME OFFICE THAT IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS WHAT THE WIN IS ENCOURAGED IN REFERENCE FOR THE SOFTWARE UPDATE

PATIENT TOUCH SCANNER 1.102 10-07-2012 P 1 077126 101145

All costs were included to reach the amount needed to be refunded.
DUE TO COMPANY DECISION THE INTELLIGENT TOUCH® DEVICES WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICES.
SCAANDA CONSIST OF AN IPod TOUCH WITHIN A ENCLOSURE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO
SEPARATE INDEPENDENT THE IPod IS PLUGGED ON THE LEFT TABLE FOR THE
PATIENT SOLUTIONS DOCKING IS FOR THE IPod TOUCH
5' POD CONNECTICUTS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PDOS THE ONE
UNLIT ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
IPod.

TWO OTHER PDOS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
2) USB A POD AND BY HOME OFFICE
THIS IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS
UNLIT THE PDO IS ENGAGED IN
A CONTACT IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPDATES

ALL DDRS WERE INLIT TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECHARGED.
DUE TO COMPANY DECISION THE INTELLIGENT TOUCH® THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICES.
SCAANDA CONSIST OF AN IPod TOUCH WITHIN A ENCLOSURE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO
SEPARATE INDEPENDENT THE IPod IS PLUGGED ON THE LEFT TABLE FOR THE
PATIENT SOLUTIONS DOCKING IS FOR THE IPod TOUCH
5' POD CONNECTICUTS

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PDOS THE ONE
UNLIT ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
IPod.

TWO OTHER PDOS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
2) USB A POD AND BY HOME OFFICE
THIS IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS
UNLIT THE PDO IS ENGAGED IN
A CONTACT IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPDATES

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PDOS THE ONE
UNLIT ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
IPod.

TWO OTHER PDOS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
2) USB A POD AND BY HOME OFFICE
THIS IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH IT IS
UNLIT THE PDO IS ENGAGED IN
A CONTACT IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPDATES

There were different PDOs the one
unlit on the first tab is for the
IPod.

Two other PDOs are as followed:
2) USB A pod and by home office
This is for the patient touch it is
unlit the PDO is engaged in
a contact is for the software
updates.
DUE TO COMPANY RUBRIC THE INTEGRATED TOUCHSCANNER WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCHSCANNER CONNECTED TO THE PO TouchScreen in a separate environmental cover solution. There are two separate serial numbers, the three listed or the riot tab for the patient solutions are below in the 894 for the PO touch.

All products were included to reach the amount needed to be received. Due to company demand the intellectual property was sold to another company. The scanners consist of an PO TouchScreen made by Keystart TOUCHSOLUTIONS. There are two separate serial numbers. The three listed on the riot tab for the patient solutions are below in the 894 for the PO touch.

All products were included to reach the amount needed to be received. Due to company demand the intellectual property was sold to another company. The scanners consist of an PO TouchScreen made by Keystart TOUCHSOLUTIONS. There are two separate serial numbers. The three listed on the riot tab for the patient solutions are below in the 894 for the PO touch.

Two other POTS are as follows:

Aiburkai PO and B Inspire Office

This is for the patient, touch this to what the PO-186 engaged in.

A) Patton is for the software upgrade.
DUE TO COMPANY ISSUES THE INTELLIGENTS SCANER THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCH SCANNER CONSUMER OF AN IPO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE ONE LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB IS THE ONE FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER

PM2Q: CALL US

THERE WERE TWO DIFFERENT PINS THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE IPO

TWO OTHER PINS ARE AS FOLLOWS
- A PIN LISTED PINS BY HOME OFFICE
- THE PIN LISTED FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER IS WHAT THE IPO IS BASED OFF OF

4 SHIP TOTAL

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECORDED.

4 SHIP TOTAL

DUE TO COMPANY ISSUES THE INTELLIGENTS SCANER THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCH SCANNER CONSUMER OF AN IPO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE PIN LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB IS FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER
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THERE WERE TWO DIFFERENT PINS THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE IPO

TWO OTHER PINS ARE AS FOLLOWS
- A PIN LISTED PINS BY HOME OFFICE
- THE PIN LISTED FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER IS WHAT THE IPO IS BASED OFF OF
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ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECORDED.

4 SHIP TOTAL

DUE TO COMPANY ISSUES THE INTELLIGENTS SCANER THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCH SCANNER CONSUMER OF AN IPO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE PIN LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB IS FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER

PM2Q: CALL US

THERE WERE TWO DIFFERENT PINS THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE IPO

TWO OTHER PINS ARE AS FOLLOWS
- A PIN LISTED PINS BY HOME OFFICE
- THE PIN LISTED FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER IS WHAT THE IPO IS BASED OFF OF

4 SHIP TOTAL

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECORDED.

4 SHIP TOTAL

DUE TO COMPANY ISSUES THE INTELLIGENTS SCANER THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCH SCANNER CONSUMER OF AN IPO TOUCH WITH A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT SERIAL NUMBERS. THE PIN LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB IS FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER

PM2Q: CALL US

THERE WERE TWO DIFFERENT PINS THE ONE LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE IPO

TWO OTHER PINS ARE AS FOLLOWS
- A PIN LISTED PINS BY HOME OFFICE
- THE PIN LISTED FOR THE TOUCH SCANNER IS WHAT THE IPO IS BASED OFF OF
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ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECORDED.

4 SHIP TOTAL
ONE TO STOPMAKER CENLON THE
INVENTORS AGGREGATE THEY WILL NO
LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICES
SOLUTIONS CONSIST OF AN ISO TOUCH
IN THE DEVICE WILL BE A STRIGHT
TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO
REPORTED SERIAL NUMBERS. THE ISO
LIVERED ON THE ISO TABLE FOR THE
PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW IS
THE 1N ISO ISO MO TOU
CH

ON ISO CONTACTS

HERE ARE DIFFERENT POTS THE ONE
LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
ISO

THE OTHER TABS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
1) A 5" BORE POT IN THE OFFICE
THE ISO THE PAYMENT TOUCH IT IS
WHAT THE ISO IS BACKED IN
TO PREPAY IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH
THE AMOUNT ADDED TO BE REBAGED.
TO COMPANY OFFERS THE
ISO-touch solution they will no
LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICE.
SOLUTIONS CONSIST OF AN ISO TOUCH
WITHIN A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT
TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO
REPORTED SERIAL NUMBERS. THE ISO
LIVERED ON THE ISO TABLE FOR THE
PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW IS
THE 1N ISO ISO MO TOU
CH

ON ISO CONTACTS

HERE ARE DIFFERENT POTS THE ONE
LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
ISO

THE OTHER TABS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
1) A 5" BORE POT IN THE OFFICE
THE ISO THE PAYMENT TOUCH IT IS
WHAT THE ISO IS BACKED IN
TO PREPAY IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH
THE AMOUNT ADDED TO BE REBAGED.
TO COMPANY OFFERS THE
ISO-touch solution they will no
LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICE.
SOLUTIONS CONSIST OF AN ISO TOUCH
WITHIN A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT
TOUCH SOLUTIONS THERE ARE TWO
REPORTED SERIAL NUMBERS. THE ISO
LIVERED ON THE ISO TABLE FOR THE
PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW IS
THE 1N ISO ISO MO TOU
CH

ON ISO CONTACTS

HERE ARE DIFFERENT POTS THE ONE
LISTED ON THE FIRST TAB IS FOR THE
ISO

THE OTHER TABS ARE AS FOLLOWED:
1) A 5" BORE POT IN THE OFFICE
THE ISO THE PAYMENT TOUCH IT IS
WHAT THE ISO IS BACKED IN
TO PREPAY IS FOR THE SOFTWARE
UPGRADE

ALL COSTS WERE INCLUDED TO REACH
THE AMOUNT ADDED TO BE REBAGED.
ALL CONTENTS BELOW ARE INCLUDED TO REACH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO BE RECRUDED DUE TO THE INCREASE IN THE INCREASED UNITS THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE DEVICES. TYPICAL CONTENTS FOR THE DEVICES USED ON THE INCREASED UNITS INCLUDE A DEVICE MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS, WHICH ARE TWO SEPARATE SERIAL NUMBERS. THE UNITS USED ON THE WALL SPECIFIED FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS DEVICES BELOW IS THE INDEX FOR THE INDEX TOUCH.

ON INDEX TOUCH

THERE WERE DIFFERENT PUKE ON THE INDEX INDEX FOR THE INDEX

TWO OTHER PUKE ARE AS FOLLOWED

ONTHE REPAIR OF THE HOME OFFICE
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIQID</th>
<th>SNO</th>
<th>EXP</th>
<th>TRACKING</th>
<th>PATIENT TOUCH SCHNEIDER</th>
<th>1-802-36-0873222</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>47002</th>
<th>JAY HAYWARD</th>
<th>01/15/2000</th>
<th>2000/006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001024204</td>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>TRACKING</td>
<td>PATIENT TOUCH SCHNEIDER</td>
<td>1-802-36-0873222</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47002</td>
<td>JAY HAYWARD</td>
<td>01/15/2000</td>
<td>2000/006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information presented appears to be a list of data entries, possibly related to patient tracking or some form of record keeping. The entries include names, phone numbers, and dates, suggesting a systematic approach to recording or tracking patients or individuals. Without further context, it's challenging to provide a precise interpretation of the data's purpose.
DUE TO COMPANY DECISION THE INTELLIGENT DESKTOPS THEY WILL NO LONGER SUPPORT THE TOUCH SCANNERS CONSIST OF AN iPod TOUCH WITHIN A COVER MADE BY PATIENT TOUCH SOLUTIONS. THERE ARE TWO ASSOCIATED SERIAL NUMBERS. THE SERIAL NUMBERS ARE LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE PARENT SOLUTIONS DEVICE BELOW.

IN IPOD, CORRECT NUMBERS

 THERE ARE DIFFERENT NUMBERS LISTED ON THE NEXT TAB FOR THE IPOD.

ALL OTHER IPODS ARE AS FOLLOWED:

A SUBMITTED TO FAX BY HOME OFFICE.

THE IPOD IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH TO BE ENGAGED IN.

1591500000 20910000

THE IPOD IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

THE IPOD IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH TO BE ENGAGED IN.

1591500000 20910000

THE IPOD IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

THE IPOD IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH TO BE ENGAGED IN.

1591500000 20910000

THE IPOD IS FOR THE SOFTWARE UPGRADE

THE IPOD IS FOR THE PATIENT TOUCH TO BE ENGAGED IN.
Due to company decision that Intellecto ceased, they will no longer support the device. Scanners consist of an AIO touch within a device made by isomax. Touch solutions, there are two separate serial numbers. The IS listed on the next tab is for the patient solutions device below is the IS for the touch.

**In Air: Ceremony**

There were different measures that were listed on the first tab is for the IS.

Two other IS are as follows:

- A separate IS for home office.
- Touch is for the touch.
- IS for the software upgrade.

**All devices were included to reach the amount needed to be recognized.**

Due to company decision that Intellecto ceased, they will no longer support the device. Scanners consist of an AIO touch within a device made by isomax. Touch solutions, there are two separate serial numbers. The IS listed on the next tab is for the patient solutions device below is the IS for the touch.

**In AIO: Ceremony**

There were different measures that were listed on the last tab for the IS.

Two other IS are as follows:

- A separate IS for home office.
- Touch is for the touch.
- IS for the software upgrade.

All devices were included to reach the amount needed to be recognized.